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Abstract
We derive traveling wave solutions for a communication system line with dispersion management using a pertnrbative
approach. Use of conservation laws then show that a fast jitter happens when an initial frequency correction is included. @
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In recent times, research on the behavior of long
communication
lines has taken center stage due to the
demand to improve the existing long communication
systems. Of particular interest for both soliton or return to zero (RZ) and non-return to zero (NRZ) systems are lines with dispersion management, where the
dispersion coefficient changes between amplifiers in a
prescribed fashion [ 1,2]. The modeling of this system
gives to first approximation a non-linear Schrijdinger
equation (NLSE), with the dispersion (due to management) and the non-linear coefficient (due to amplification)
functions of the propagation variable z.
Furthermore, due to the scalings in the equation, there
are dispersion schemes in long communication
lines
for which the amplifier separation distance Z, is much
smaller that the dispersion distance Zd. Here then, the
coefficients in the governing equation are rapidly vary1Permanent address: Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131, USA.

ing functions of Z. To generate useful information
from this equation, more analysis is required. In recent
works [3-71, averaged equations of the NLSE type
have been derived, by several non-trivial methods, for
different dispersion management schemes. The analysis also provides the first correction on the envelope of
the electromagnetic field, which is of small amplitude
but rapidly varying, as well as the first correction on
the averaged NLSE, which appears as a perturbation
in a similar fashion as in many other optical systems
(see e.g. Ref. [S]).
As stated before, the analysis leading to an averaged
equation to what would then be the averaged envelope
(average here means after the propagation through a
large number of amplifiers) is not a regular perturbation expansion and is very powerful in that it does not
restrict to a particular solution form. Here, by setting
a slightly more modest goal, that of finding traveling
wave solutions, we are able to work on the original
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equation. We find these solutions by using conservation laws and by expending the solution we obtain the
leading order and first correction using standard perturbation methods. Let us emphasize from the start,
that by working on the original equation, these traveling wave solutions show to first order a rapid variation in 2, which cannot be captured if we average the
equations at the start. We then show that the average
on the solutions we obtain, correspond to those of the
averaged equations, thus validating the procedure we
used. Although this approach works only for the traveling wave solutions, these are the most relevant solutions for applications (the more predominant being
the soliton if the average of the dispersion coefficient
is positive or the continuous wave if this average is
zero).
The model considered here is governed by the dimensionless equation [ 31
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It is at this stage that either a Lie transform method
[ 31, or a stationary phase approximation [ 71 (which
applies if (d) = 0 or small) has been used to derive
averaged equations that would eliminate the fast dependence of the dispersion and non-linear coefficient
in (6). Breathing solitons have been obtained in the
regime where the characteristic dispersion distance is
of the same order as the separation between amplifiers
[5], where the usual guiding center soliton does not
apply. Here we point out a general feature of traveling
waves independent of the particular regime. We do so,
by recognizing some conservation laws of (6). In fact,
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where Z, is the amplifier spacing which is much
smaller than the dispersion length Zd, (i.e. Za/Zd =
E < 1) . Here we will assume the dispersion management scheme to be periodic [ 11,
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on the other hand satisfies
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where z = Z/E. A consequence of the conservation of
momentum and the equation for the center of mass T,
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is that Eq. (6) also possesses a Galilean “boost”. That
is, if u(T, 2) is any solution of (6), so is
u=u(Z,T-T)

exp[i+(Z/e)+iKT],

(13)
+

( j-8W)f3
+g,(T),

(19)
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This result is valid for any functions d( z,) and results
from the invariants of the original (not the averaged)
equation.
We can now apply (13), (14) to any solution derived in Refs. [ 3-71; instead we restrict our discussion
for traveling wave solutions, with particularly relevant
dispersion schemes. In particular, the breathing solitons found in Ref. [5] can be modified according to
Eqs. (13), (14).
We proceed now to construct traveling wave solutions by first finding stationary solutions and then applying the Galilean boost, as an alternative of the use
of the Lie transform method. To do so, we assume a
solution of Eq. (6) of the form
u(T,Zz)

= [f(T)
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+0(e3)lexp(iA2Z),
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where ut = Uia + iutt. Substituting
gives to first order, for the real part

(15) in Eq. (6)
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In this case, ~21 = 0 and the solvability condition that
the average of the right-hand side of (20) is zero,
gives an equation for gt (T) and
z
U2R =

I

hl CT, s> ds,
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where hi (T, z ) is the right-hand side of Eq. (20).
In the remainder of this Letter, we discuss the significance of these results and in particular, we make a
comparison with what results using the guiding center soliton equations. Beginning with Eq. ( 17), this
second-order equation is the same one obtains from
the traveling wave ansatz for the integrable NLSE.
The solutions are well known; if (d) > 0, the solutions are T periodic waves and the homoclinic orbit
corresponding to the soliton,
f(T)

m
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Given any solution of Eq. (18) and applying the
Galilean boost (13), (14), we obtain traveling wave
solutions, in particular, the soliton-like pulse
uo(T, Z, Z/e)

= JmA

(17)

The solution of Eq. (16) is simply UiR = 0, whereas
for ( 17). we first impose the solvability condition that
the right-hand side is orthogonal to the solutions of
dutt/& = 0, which simply translate into demanding
that the average of the r.h.s. of Eq. ( 17) be zero. This
gives the equation for f,
-Pf
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procedure to O(E) we find that
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If (d) < 0, then the traveling wave solutions are either
periodic or the dark soliton-like
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x tanh
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In the last case (d) = 0, Eq. ( 18) becomes algebraic
thus producing traveling cw solutions of the form
uo(T, Z, Z/e)

= (A/m)

x exp [ iA2Z + i4( Z/e)

+ iKT].

(26)

In all cases 4, T satisfy Eq. ( 14).
Notice that these solutions are different from the
leading-order solutions of the equations that result after applying the Lie transform method, which we now
define as UO.This is true because (24)-(26)
have an
explicit Z/E dependence, which is not the case in iia.
On the other hand, it turns out that
f(T

- (r)) exp(ih*Z

+ i(4) + iKT) = Co,

(27)

which effectively states that the “average” of the
rapidly varying solution of (6) is equal to the solution of the “averaged” (i.e. Lie transformed) guiding
center equation. This correspondence
between the
two approaches was also pointed out in Ref. [ 9 1, in
their study of phase sensitive amplifiers in a communication system.
If we follow up the correspondence
between the
two methods to higher orders, we find that ui = iutr
given by Eq. (19), is exactly the same as the firstorder correction found in Ref. [ 31 (where it is defined
as 41). Finally we go back to Eq. (6) and write it as

-/i2f+Q(z)d2f+2(z)f3
dT*
2

= -iz

+

lA*Ui -
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where right-hand side can be evaluated in terms of
f, from Eqs. ( 17), ( 19)) (20). Notice that the righthand side is now a function off(T)
and its derivatives
and of z = Z/e as well. Then, by taking the average
of Eq. (28) (notice in particular that (aui/&)
= 0,
(111) = ig, and (&2/dz) = (&zn/&)),
we obtain a
perturbed ode for f(T) , which is the traveling wave
equation corresponding to the extended NLSE derived
by the Lie transform method (see Eq. (30) in Ref. [ 31
and Eqs. (33a), (33b) in Ref. [ 61).
In conclusion,
we have derived traveling wave
solutions of optical pulses in a dispersion managed
communication
line using multiple scale perturbation
methods. By exploiting conservation
laws and the
Galilean boost we find that these solutions capture
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fast variations in the pulse centroid and phase. We
then observe that by averaging these two quantities,
one recovers the results obtained after applying the
Lie transform methods. The method used here is simpler, at the minor cost of reducing the problem to
one of seeking traveling wave solutions. More general solutions can only be found using Ref. [ 31. But
the results include most of the relevant solutions and
gives further evidence of the validity of the Lie transform method, applied to infinite dimensional partial
differential equations [ IO]. This is only a formal
approach in that there is no proof that the method
would converge to solutions of the original equation.
This work, although also not rigorous, indicates that
effectively, for traveling wave solutions, the average
of the solutions of (6) is equal to the solution of the
averaged equation.
We do not know at this time of any possible consequences of this fast jitter; for example it would be
of interest to see the effect on pulse collisions given
the recent work by Wabnitz [ 1 l] where he shows that
periodic dispersion compensation reduces the effects
of resonant collisions in soliton wave division multiplexing transmissions. It is interesting to point out
that for the dispersion management system governed
by Eq. (6)) we find that the mean square of the timing
jitter for long propagation distances satisfies to leading order,

(T2(Z,) = $L(d)*Z3,

(29)

where p is proportional to the mean square frequency
shift due to the effects of the amplifiers. Eq. (29) is
the same as in the case of uniform dispersion d =
(d) [ 121. In both cases it is assumed that the initial
frequency K = 0.
An important issue is to see if this equivalence follows when additional perturbations arise; this we intend to study in the near future. Understanding the behavior of solutions in resonance to the period of the
coefficients in (6) also remains an open problem. Finally, it is interesting to observe the dramatic difference in the form of the corrections when compared to
the other extreme in which the coefficients in (6) are
slowly varying (i.e. functions of EZ), where soliton
perturbation theory applies [ 131.
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